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Who is behind the my trees global project?
The project is run by the American company perfect network, Inc.
www.perfectnetwork.us, located at 26565 West Agoura Road, Suite 200,
Calabasas, California, 91302. perfect network, Inc. manages my trees global and
provides it with a software platform, as well as customer and marketing
support. In Europe, it has a branch called perfect network, Inc. dba at Argentinská
38, Prague 7, 170 00, Czech Republic. The Colombian branch, called perfect
network colombia S.A.S., is located at Calle 7 sur No. 42 70 of 209 Forum,
Medellín, Antioquia, Colombia.
How long has the my trees global project been around?
The preparatory phase began in 2015, when research began into the logistics
of converting an idea (Plant a tree and pass it on!) to a viable enterprise. We
officially kicked off the my trees project’s pre-launch in the Czech Republic and
Slovakia on Earth Day, April 22, 2018. Two years later, the project was launched
globally on April 22, 2020.
What is the my trees global project about?
From the very beginning, the my trees concept has been based on integrating
business with ecology in an intrinsic and fair way. Our companies are
committed to broader social responsibility, so in addition to observing
economic results, they carefully monitor ecological impacts. Our aspiration is
to contribute to a better, more sustainable world.
my trees‘ goal

is to raise fast-growing trees and successfully enter the world
timber market. In addition to providing quality and highly valued wood
within a few years (approximately seven to 12 years after planting), our newly
planted, organically grown my trees plantation trees also serve to improve the
landscape and air. Not only that, but they also create jobs for the local people,
providing a stable livelihood.
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We mainly grow eucalyptus trees, but we gradually want to plant other fastgrowing trees on our leased land in order to support biodiversity and not
break down the soil. Eucalyptus is an incredibly predatory, perennial tree,
and its wood is very high quality. In seven years, it is able to grow up to a
height of 25 meters! The sustainability of our project is based on this fact.
Only by growing them are we able to fully replace centuries-old forest trees
in the foreseeable years. Trees from my trees farms will thus help reduce the
extraction of rare trees from the Amazon rainforest.
What benefits does a commercial project bring to its supporters?
Members of the my trees community who support our project by buying trees
will get the opportunity to become members of the my trees sales network,
which spreads the project and generates further revenue. They can gradually
build financial security, even financial independence. We offer commercial
trees in packages, starting at $20, so that almost anyone can take part in
the project. Tree packages are easily available in the members‘ virtual office.
Moreover, they have the satisfaction of knowing they are contributing to
saving the natural wealth of our planet at a time when precious natural
resources are threatened.
How does a commercial project work specifically?
At my trees, we have chosen an innovative, modern form of network marketing
in the form of a „green“ eco-business. This created a unique worldwide project,
a professional network platform for selling trees to the public.
Take a look at the path of your tree:
1. With your “Starter Fee” package, you get the first tree and become part of the my
trees community. You will gain access to a “green” sustainable business.
2. Our people in Colombia will prepare a seedling of eucalyptus or acacia and let
it grow roots.
3. Under the Colombian sun, new young trunks and crowns rise to the sky.
We take care of them meticulously as they grow.
4. We take mature trees from the farm and offer them as much needed raw
material, providing an alternative to cutting down rare forest trees that are part
of the ecosystem.
5. We will split the money from the trees we sell. You can either keep your profit
or spend the money on buying more trees. This is your choice.
Where do we grow trees?
We grow commercial, fast-growing trees on leased land of approximately
1,000 hectares of El Morichal, located in the Vichada area of Colombia.
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Who owns the land we plant commercial trees on?
The owner of this land is the Czech company degirans se (www.degirans.com),
which has long leased it to perfect network, Inc.
Why do we plant commercial trees in Colombia and not in other
locations?
Mainly because commercial trees in most regions have been growing for many
decades, often up to a hundred years. my trees is also an international project
with a global scope. Therefore, we choose locations not only for climate
conditions favorable to fast-growing trees, but also where land is affordable,
which is definitely not Europe.
Why was Colombia chosen for my trees tree farms?
Among countries where the climatic conditions are suitable for the growth
of fast-growing trees, Colombia was selected for several reasons. Despite its
previous bad reputation, in recent years it has been politically stable with
good foreign investment protection. It has great weather, is easily accessible
from other countries, and the price of land in Vichada (the place where we
plant our trees) in 2019was about $300 per hectare. Above all, it is a region
known for efficient forestry.
What do we grow on commercial farms?
Currently, eucalyptus of the species pellita. But we will soon add other
species of the fast-growing tree family such as acacia. We want to maintain
biodiversity in the area and not strip the soil with monocultural cultivation.
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Generally, fast-growing trees increase in height by several feet a year. Under
ideal conditions, a young tree that stands three feet tall upon planting could
be up to five, six, or seven feet tall the following year. The year after that, it
may be 10 feet tall or larger.
Who plants and grows trees?
In Colombia, we work with the local professional company Inver Bosques, which
specializes in forestry and is renowned for its ecological approach and good
results. Inver Bosques is Forest Stewardship Council certified, and so are our
plantations. You can learn more about this company at www.inverbosques.com.
How many trees have we planted?
In 2019, we planted 40,000 eucalyptus trees, and in 2020, more than 30,000
additional eucalyptus trees.
What is the impact of eucalyptus on the local environment?
Our leased land in Colombia is located in a flood prone area. The soil is poor
in nutrients, so we started out with eucalyptus because it is undemanding and
able to grow in less-than-ideal soil. Soon, however, we will add other species
of fast-growing woody plants and switch to the so-called checkerboard
method of growing trees. We will alternate the individual species so that the
soil does not continue to degrade. In this way, we will also support muchneeded biodiversity.
How do we water eucalyptus trees?
The land is located in a flood-prone area, so we do not have to water.
Eucalyptus trees take as much groundwater from the ground as they need.
What is the time to harvest the trees?
Seven to 12 years, depending on the type of fast-growing tree species.
Harvesting is the planned production time for commercial forests. This is
the middle age at which resumption of logging in a pastorally maintained
commercial forest is expected.
Are the trees insured?
Yes, we have them insured with allianz insurance company.
Can bark beetles damage our trees?
Bark beetle don‘t attack eucalyptus. It is a deciduous tree. In addition, bark
beetles are not found in Colombia.
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What return can I expect?
The final yield depends on the price of wood on the lumber market, which
fluctuates depending on market conditions but generally grows from year to
year. The longer the tree grows, the higher the yield. Trees are not degraded
over time, as is the case with other crops such as sugar cane or soybeans.
Why does a tree cost $20 when a seedling costs a few cents?
The price includes more than the seedling. All costs associated with its
cultivation are included. At my trees, we plant and grow trees that professionals
have raised for at least seven years. At the end of this cycle, it is still necessary
to harvest the tree, take it out of the farm, and sell it at the lumber market. All
of these activities cost something and are factored into the basic cost.
What happens when a tree dries up?
We anticipate this possibility and cover it, when necessary. Don‘t forget that
our main collaborator is Mother Nature, and she has the main say!
What about the guarantee?
We make every effort to ensure that our my trees project runs successfully
and meets our goals. So far, we have been doing very well, even during
the challenging covid19 period. Nevertheless, we cannot guarantee exact
earnings or profit. That would be irresponsible of us! my trees is a global,
unique project— a pioneer in its field combining network sales and green
eco-business. We have embarked on a completely new, as yet untested path
of business. That said, we approach everything related to our project with
great respect and responsibility, so we firmly believe that it will continue to be
successful, even in the phase of sales and return on investment.
Where may I ask further questions?
We will be happy to respond to your inquiries. Contact our customer service
department at support@mytrees.global.
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mlm faq list my trees global
1. What does the purchase of one share of land get me?
It spreads the risk of your business. If your trees are washed away and not
harvested and sold, you will still be a co-owner of the land in Colombia,
ensuring a permanent income.
2. May I buy a share of land right from the beginning?
Unfortunately, not. You must first become a member of MY TREES and get the
MT1500 package. Only then can you buy the MTLand1500 package that gives
you a share of the land. The package includes shares of DEGIRANS SE, which
owns the land. Share valuation fluctuates.
3. When am I entitled to a binary bonus and under what terms?
The main condition for the payment of the binary bonuses is to be earning
COMMISSION. This means having three direct partners, each with a minimum
package of MT100. You also need to stay active, which requires buying at least
one tree for $20 each month.
4. Land also belongs to MY TREES, or other companies?
The land on which MY TREES trees grow belongs to the Czech company
DEGIRANS SE, which then leases it to the MY TREES project. The trees you buy
belong to you until the harvest.
5. If I only have a $20 registration so far,
can I spread the MY TREES Project to others?
Certainly.
6. If I only register for $20 but bring in partners with at least
a MT100 package, am I entitled to a commission?
If not, how do I earn one?
A commission is earned when the member you recommend (including MY
TREES members who belong to your network) makes any purchase except for
the Starter Fee. The actual payment of commissions takes place as a transfer
of funds to the MY TREES wallet and is subject to mandatory
production. Mandatory production for you means the need to
regularly buy at least one tree per month.
7. Do I have to be active and buy one tree a month
if I want to earn direct commissions?
If the trading position is not active at the
time the system closes, direct bonuses
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are not credited.
8. Are those trees real? What if my money ends up elsewhere?
Isn‘t this all a scam?
All information, including authentic videos and photos from our tree farms,
can be found on our website. PERFECT NETWORK Inc., which operates the MY
TREES project, is a legitimate registered company. As for the planting and care
of the trees themselves, this fact is also properly documented and recorded.
Our trees are taken care of by the renowned, professional Colombian company
Inver Bosques, holder of the international FSC certificate, a specialist in fastgrowing trees.
In 2019, our group of Czech and Slovak networkers won a trip to visit MY
TREES tree farms in Vichada, Colombia. They were winners of the MY TREES
Competition for Colombia. The Mytreesians could see their trees, including
all the conditions for their cultivation, with their own eyes. A documentary
video was created from their 14-day Colombian trip, which we shared with the
entire MY TREES community. The same reward (a trip to Colombia and a tour
of the MY TREES plantations) was prepared for the best networkers for 2020,
but unfortunately the coronavirus pandemic did not allow it to take place. We
hope to revive the competition at some point in the future.
9. What is the link between DEGIRANS SE and
PERFECT NETWORK Inc.?
The Czech company DEGIRANS SE owns the Vichada area of Colombia land
where MY TREES trees are grown. American company PERFECT NETWORK Inc.
runs the MY TREES project in Colombia and is responsible for planting and
caring for our fast-growing trees. The two collaborate to make sure the MY
TREES tree project prospers. DEGIRANS SE collects regular money for renting
it’s MY TREES land for cultivation, the rent being calculated according to
Colombian rules. It increases with the rising number of planted trees. PERFECT
NETWORK Inc. strives for the largest possible MY TREES community, for the
largest possible number of purchased and planted trees, and for the maximum
success of the whole project.
10. Why do you plant in Colombia and not in another country?
We chose Colombia for growing commercial fast-growing trees for its suitable
climatic conditions, and also because land prices there are more affordable
than, for example, in Europe. Fast-growing trees thrive in Colombia. Columbian
eucalyptus trees can grow as high as 25 meters in just seven years.
We also plant non-commercial trees in the Czech Republic and Slovakia for
environmental purposes as part of ongoing ecological community service
activities. MY TREES cooperates mainly with Czech charities and ecological
organizations to return missing trees to the landscape. MY TREES finances
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the activities through the nonprofit MY TREES FOUNDATION, and recruits
volunteers to do the planting.
11. You plant trees, but then you cut them down. What‘s so
sustainable about that?
The MY TREES commercial project grows trees for seven to 12 years until they
are harvested and sold as timber. Commercial farms provide an alternative to
officially and sometimes illegally harvesting mature, rare trees from natural
forests. Selling our fast-growing trees slows down the deforestation of
rainforests. In addition, for those seven to12 years, our trees improve the air,
benefit the landscape, and create jobs for the local labor force.
12. Do you have your official offices somewhere?
Our offices can be viewed here: https://mytrees.global/kontakt/
13. May I sell trees after seven years?
You can sell your MY TREES ID and thus the packages purchased for this ID.
14. Do you have any activities in Europe?
In 2020, we established the MY TREES Foundation, which funds our noncommercial and charitable activities, not just in the field of tree planting.
Take a look: https://donate.mytrees.global/
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